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Peder Baltzer Nielsen

Born 1953

Educated Architect (urban planning in 1980)

42 years experience with spatial planning in 
Denmark and Europe.

1980-1997: Leader of Planning in Municipality of 
Hirtshals. A small municipality in the northern 
part of Denmark

1997-2007: Head of Section in Spatial Planning 
Department in Ministry of Environment. National 
and regional planning in Denmark and EU.

2007-2010: Chief consultant in the foundation 
RealDania, Denmark

2010-2022: City Architect in Aalborg, third biggest 
city in Denmark

2022-- : Self Employed in BALTZER – Urban 
consulting and planning.
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1. Background for the Danish - Ukrainian project: 
Democratic Reconstruction of Ukraine 



Democratic Reconstruction of Ukraine





The goal for the project: Democratic Reconstruction of Ukraine 

Written document ultimo November 2023

• Contends (to be considered):
• Ukraine today – extent of destruction
• Democratic process of reconstruction Ukraine – Urban planning reform
• The work with the Urban Planning Code 
• Open window for opportunity
• How to involve local authority and citizens (public participation)
• Case study from Denmark – e.g. the democratic process’ in Aalborg 
• Case study from Ukraine – e.g. the process with local policy for urban strategy in Mykolaiv.

Audience for the document

• Ministerium in Ukraine

• Local authority in Ukraine

• Organisations working with urban planning and developing etc.

• Ministerium in other countries (e.g. Denmark)

• Business partners

• Other stakeholders 



2. The Planning act in Denmark – history and to day



DENMARK



The Administrative division of Denmark 
after 2007:
• 5 regions
• 98 municipality’



Responsibility for national interests change ministry. 
Today it is located in the Church Ministry, The Planning and Rural District Agency 







3. National, Regional and Local Planning



Democratic planning and public participation on this level: The 5 Regions, the 98 Municipalities, Public 
and private organisations (e.g. Business organisation's), NGO (e.g. Landscape organisation’s), citizens



An example: National Planning Report  2006
A new policy from the government





The Minister Connie Hedegaard

"Dialogue and cooperation obviously
do not mean that the state must 
interfere in the municipalities' case 
processing.

Our people would like to help to; but 
the municipalities of course have full
responsibility for solving their own
tasks.

I think we all need to practice who
does what - and that they then do it".

May 2, 2006







Democratic planning and public participation on this level: The Governemnt, the involved 
Municipalities from the region, Public and private organisations (e.g. Business organisation's), 
NGO (e.g. Landscape organisation’s), citizens



An example: The Regional Planning for “Region North Jutland” 
– the green region – on the map…



Aalborg has a responsibility -
Northern Denmark's growth dynamo



Democratic planning and public participation on this level: The Governemnt, The region, 
Municipality neighbours,  Public and private organisations (e.g. Business organisation's), 
NGO (e.g. Landscape organisation’s), citizens







Democratic planning and public participation on this level: CITIZENS, Neighbours to the project, 
The Government, The region, Other Municipality's, Public and private organisations (e.g. 
Business organisation's), NGO (e.g. Landscape organisation’s)



Mandatory local plans



The content of a local plan and the public participation









4. How did we do it in Aalborg (12 years as city architect)



AALBORG – an example of hove to work with the planning 
system 



Aalborg today

• 222.571 inhabitants
(Municipality)

• + 1.500 - 2.000 / year
• Development in the number of 

jobs
• Still many jobs in 

production companies –
now related to knowledge

• But more jobs in 
knowledge companies

• Many new private investments
in high rise appartment
buildings

• Big programs for public 
housing for young students 
2010 - 2020



After the financial crisis in 
2008:

- Focus on growth
- Also in the region…

Aalborg is the growth
dynamo for North Denmark



2016

The basis for Aalborg's Strategic Urban Development is the Planning Strategies

The direction is set by the City Council. This gives Citizens understanding of the urban 
developing and Investment security for the privat sector.

2011 2019



The Municipality plan (the general plan) is the guideline for urban 
development (a political document)



• BRT / tram

• Urban densification

• Housing

• Urban businesses

• Industriel business

• Culture

• Urban spaces

Understandable vision (the growth axis) followed by a common 
picture of urban development



Aalborg – from market city and industrial city into a city for people

1975 2016



Regeneration of the 
central harbourfront

 Investments in affordable
housing

 Architecture and quality
 Urban spaces connected to 

inner city
 Liveability – urban living
 New identity to the city

 Big discussions for meny
years – exspecialy about
infrastructure

The most is the
The most succesfull example is the waterfront area.



900 youth accommodations on the harbourfront (with financiel 
support from Aalborg Municipality – based on tax collection)
- neighbors to expensive appartments = mixed city



The Waterfront in Aalborg
Urban spaces with identity facilitating diversity and social integration - avoid
building on all the areas at the waterfront - make room for green urban spaces



BRT or Tram – backbone for urban Development – not only a question
transport from A to B, but also an investment in strategic planning



Stakeholders - BRT

• BRT is not only mobility 
from A to B, but also 
urban developing

• Renew urban spaces and 
areas

• Focus on different 
quarters identity 

• BRT – an urban 
connection between 
districts in Aalborg

• Densification with 
housing, businesses, 
institutions etc. (high 
density around the station 
in the masterplan)

• Green qualities and 
attractions



Illustration: Schønherr

Illustration: COBE

Illustration: COBE

Illustration: COBE

BRT gives possibilities to convert to high quality in urban spaces around 
the bus stations



J.F. Kennedys Plads

Democratic involment – ”don’t change the square” – ”is the new design OK”?   



J.F. Kennedys Plads







Shaping the framework of urban life



BUDOLFI PLADS 
Green Square in the centre of Aalborg



2015







Budolfi Plads 2018

What we did was:

• Public participation / democratic 
involvement of citizen starting in 
2010 
• “we want a green square –

not a warehouse”
• Define the green structure up 

front before architect 
competition

• Put that in to the programme for 
the competition

• Make a competition on price and 
project (quality)

• Demand, that the winner makes 
it possible that e.g. a café can get 
a low rent…

• That gives possibility for 
liveability 





City in between – a renewal of 
the suburb in the eastern part 
of Aalborg

• University Hospital 

• + 5.000 workplaces ,   

• refurbishment

• social housing-area, 

• growth in the industrial area, 

• the Harbour, 

• University…

• Several democratic involvement on 
different levels



The area – many public housing – democratic involvement 
e.g. via competitions (architecture and / or urban planning)

Collaboration between many stakeholders in an area with many
public housing (association of social housing / affordable housing) 



Separation of traffic (the modern planning for suburbs 
in 1960) - led to unsafe environment 



Designing new infrastructur – the vision / dream came
trough



6
2

City in Between
The opening image as a working model for discussion with citizen and politician / the importance of 

architecture



The outcome of the strategy:
• Household income has 

increased
• Criminality has decreased
• School grades have increased
• Peoble take pride in living

there



5. A little about architecture and the use of material in 
the buildings. 



Copenhagen



Copenhagen



Stockholm



Stockholm



Stockholm



Living Places Ukraine
Creating strong communities
How can Living Places concept help to rebuild Ukraine with a healthy,
sustainable and scalable all in one concept, made with todays materials
and knowledge. 



Living Places Ukraine
The NGO organisation ”SOS Børnebyerne” (SOS Children’s Village) together with Velux are planning to build 
a home for children in Western Ukraine under the concept ”living places”



6. Concluding remarks



You have to keep an eye on everything and 

act in chaos.

Politics and planning are city management, 

and city planners are leaders.

A leadership that must be carried out in 

interaction with the political leadership and 

the citizens in a popular and democratic

process - in co-creation!
Citat: The Art of City Building, Nordic City Network 2018

‘The Art of City Building’



It's about daring to make some demands and having some expectations as a municipality. 
To have some visions with the dynamic urban development and to dare to stand by them. 
It is the municipalities that must lead the way in the triangle of responsibility with 
architects and builders - the path that has hopefully been discussed in advance with 
citizens and politicians in, for example, the individual municipality's architecture policy, he 
says.



The municipality is increasingly a facilitator of local
community development

How do we ensure that the housing supply matches 
population development, demand and new trends? 
The market does not regulate alone

Mixed residential areas will be a challenge in the 
future. Affordable housing together with expency
appartements. That forms the livable city.

The Excel sheet decides. It is thought from the point 
of view of what is most buildable.

The municipality will be the sparring partner...

The municipality ensures community interests such
as sustainability, public health, etc.

The municipality ensures democratic rebuilding / 
puplic participation

The municipality as facilitator in 
Denmark The plan does

not determine

the policy

Politics

decides

the plan



DIALOQUE



Democratic Reconstruction of Ukraine

(Written report ultimo November 2023)


